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Medicine Hat’s historic downtown is
ideally suited for a stroll, with a cold or
hot drink in hand. Take in the history and
art that makes our downtown so great!

The pins on the facing page indicate some points of interest and
act as reference to their speČŃǼČƞĚČƪŃŰťƞĴŰƲťēċĚŚŰǋ͋
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Discover more on page 20
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See details
on pageSt18SE

One of the
most prominent
Balmoral
St SE artists in
ƪĽĚČŃƪǑͩƞĽŃƞƪŰƖǑ͆ĚťœŰǑîƪŰƲƖŰĴcîţĚƞ
qîƖƞĽîŚŚͩƞċĚîƲƪŃĴƲŚċƖŃČŖţƲƖîŚƞ͋
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¹ĽĚƓîƞƪĴĚǋǑĚîƖƞĽîǊĚċƖŰƲĵĽƪƓŚĚťƪǑ
of new murals to the city’s downtown.
HƖîċîČŰĴĴĚĚîťēĚťœŰǑƪĽĚîƖƪ͈

James Marshall Murals
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Downtown Murals
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Take a deep-dive into Medicine Hat’s
history, and into some of the most
ƓƖŰţŃťĚťƪċƲŃŚēŃťĵƞŃťƪĽĚČŃƪǑ͋
Find out more on page 16
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Historic Walking Tour
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Downtown Medicine Hat
provides free 2-Hour
street parking with
additional limited 2 and
4 hour spaces in their
multi-level transit parkade
(access from 4 St SE).
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Self-Guided
Walking Tours
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¬ŰţƲČĽČŰĴĴĚĚ͆ƞŰţîťǑċîŖĚē
goods! Check out a handful of
the city’s exceptional cafes.

Yuil St SE

Savour the locations on page 22

Public Art
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/ťœŰǑîţĚîťēĚƖŃťĵǋîŚŖēŰǋťtown to explore this free and fully
îČČĚƞƞŃċŚĚîƖƪŃƞƪŃČēŃǊĚƖƞŃƪǑĴƖŰţ
local to international, and emergŃťĵƪŰĚƞƪîċŚŃƞĽĚēƖƪŃƞƪƞ͋
Appreciate the details on page 23

Queen St SE

Historic Walking Tour
A couple enjoys a coffee outside the Hargrave-Sissons Block on a self-guided tour downtown.

1 Courthouse

It is little known outside of Medicine
Oîƪ͆ċƲƪēƲƖŃťĵØŰƖŚēØîƖTT͆ƪĽĚ
city was home to Canada’s largest
prisoner of war camp, which held
12,000 prisoners, more than the
population of the city at the time.
2 St. John’s Presbyterian Church

¹ĽĚǼƖƞƪČĽƲƖČĽċƲŃŚēŃťĵēŰǋťƪŰǋť͆¬ƪ͋
cŰĽťͩƞîŚƞŰƞĚƖǊĚēîƞƪĽĚǼƖƞƪƞČĽŰŰŚĽŰƲƞĚ͋ƪî̀̈˿̀ţĚĚƪŃťĵ͆îǋŰţîť
named Mrs. Blatchford proposed the
ċƲŃŚēŃťĵŰĴîťĚǋČĽƲƖČĽƪĽîƪČŰƲŚēċĚ
îċĚƪƪĚƖƖĚƓƖĚƞĚťƪîƪŃŰťŰĴîĵƖŰǋŃťĵ
congregation. The motion was carried,
and the church standing today was
ŰĴǼČŃîŚŚǑŰƓĚťĚēŃť¬ĚƓƪĚţċĚƖ̀̈˿́͋
3 Fifth Avenue Memorial

United Church

¹îŚŖîċŰƲƪŃƖŰťǑ͛ŃťƪĽĚƞîţĚţŰťƪĽƪĽĚ
GŃĴƪĽǊĚťƲĚČĽƲƖČĽČĚŚĚċƖîƪĚēƓîǑŃťĵ
ƪĽĚŃƖţŰƖƪĵîĵĚǋŃƪĽîČĚƖĚţŰťŃîŚċƲƖťŃťĵ͆ƪĽĚƖĚǋîƞîǼƖĚƪĽîƪċƲƖťĚēƞŰĽŰƪ͆
ƪĽĚƞƪîŃťĚēĵŚîƞƞĽîēƪŰċĚƖĚƓŚîČĚē͋
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4 St. Barnabas Anglican Church

If you look at the orientation of St.
îƖťîċîƞťĵŚŃČîť ĽƲƖČĽ͆ǑŰƲǋŃŚŚ
notice it does not directly line up
with True North. Instead, it is laid out
exactly east and west in relation to the
ƞƲťƖŃƞĚŰť¬ƪ͋îƖťîċîƞ'îǑ͘îĴĚǋ
degrees different). Go ahead, come
ċîČŖŰťcƲťĚ̀̀îťēƞĚĚĴŰƖǑŰƲƖƞĚŚĴ͋
5 Hull Block

ƪƞĚǊĚťƪĚĚťǑĚîƖƞŰŚē͆ØŃŚŚŃîţ¤ŰƓĚƖ
Hull moved to Canada from England to
ǋŰƖŖŰťîƖĚŚîƪŃǊĚͩƞĴîƖţ͋/ǊĚƖîţċŃƪŃŰƲƞ͆ĽĚîťēĽŃƞċƖŰƪĽĚƖĵƖĚǋîƞţîŚŚ
îŚĵîƖǑċƲƪČĽĚƖƞĽŰƓċƲƞŃťĚƞƞŃťƪŰ
ØĚƞƪĚƖť îťîēîͩƞǼƖƞƪƞǑƞƪĚţîƪŃČċĚĚĴ
ƓƖŰČĚƞƞŃťĵŰƓĚƖîƪŃŰť͋OĚċƲŃŚƪċƲŃŚēŃťĵƞîČƖŰƞƞŚċĚƖƪî͆ŃťČŚƲēŃťĵēŰǋťtown Medicine Hat’s largest and most
ƞŃĵťŃǼČîťƪċƲŃŚēŃťĵ͆ƪĽĚOƲŚŚŚŰČŖ͋

OŰǋēŰTǼťēƪĽĚƞĚ
Historical spots?

They’re marked on our
Downtown Self-Guided
Tour Map on pages 14/15

6 Cypress Club

In the early twentieth century, as US
œŰƲƖťîŚŃƞƪƞţîēĚqĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪƪĽĚ
ċƲƪƪŰĴœŰŖĚƞîċŰƲƪƞƲƓƓŚǑŃťĵċîē
weather, a vote was set to take place
regarding a city name change. Those
in favour of the city’s name gathered at
ƪĽĚ ǑƓƖĚƞƞ ŚƲċîťēēƖîĴƪĚēîŚĚƪƪĚƖ
ƪŰ/ťĵŚŃƞĽîƲƪĽŰƖ͆¤ƲēǑîƖēeŃƓŚŃťĵ͆
asking him to weigh in. His impassioned response arrived in Medicine Hat
weeks later, urging the city to “proudly
ĵŰĴŰƖǋîƖēîƞqĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪ͛ƪĽĚ
ŰťŚǑČŃƪǑŰĴǼČŃîŚŚǑƖĚČŰĵťŃǛĚēîƞČîƓîċŚĚŰĴĴƖĚĚǛŃťĵŰƲƪƪĽĚÀťŃƪĚē¬ƪîƪĚƞ
and giving the continent cold feet.”
Thanks to that letter, Medicine
Hat was here to stay.

11 Hargrave-Sissons Block

9 Beveridge Building

7 Canadian Imperial

Bank of Commerce

'ƲƖŃťĵØŰƖŚēØîƖT͆ƪĽŃƞċƖîťČĽƪŰŰŖ
ĵƖĚîƪƓƖŃēĚŃťƪĽĚŃƖƞƪîĴĴţĚţċĚƖƞͩĚĴĴŰƖƪ
ŰťƪĽĚċîƪƪŚĚǼĚŚē͋¬ĵƪc qîƪĽĚƞŰť
ǋîƞîţĚţċĚƖŰĴƪĽĚ̀˿ƪĽîƪƪîŚŃŰť
and left a heartfelt letter detailing his
ċîƪƪîŚŃŰťͩƞƖŰŚĚŃťƪĽĚƞĚČŰťēîƪƪŚĚŰĴ
ÞƓƖĚƞ͋ØŃƪĽċƲŚŚĚƪĽŰŚĚƞŃťĽŃƞĽĚŚţĚƪ͆
no food or water, and dying soldiers
all around, he pondered “how I ever
came through is a mystery to me.”
8 Monarch Theatre

In the early twentieth century, Hatters
ǋĚƖĚŰƓƪŃţŃƞƪŃČîċŰƲƪƪĽĚŃƖĴƲƪƲƖĚ͆
ƪĽîťŖƞƪŰîţîťƲĴîČƪƲƖŃťĵċŰŰţ
centered on natural gas and clay
deposits. That optimism led to the
construction of several large, remarkîċŚĚċƲŃŚēŃťĵƞŚŃŖĚƪĽĚĚǊĚƖŃēĵĚ
Building. Furniture was sold here from
̀̈̀̀̀̈̇̃͆͞îťēŃƪĽîƞƖĚČĚťƪŚǑċĚĚť
ċƖŰƲĵĽƪċîČŖƪŰŚŃĴĚîƞîťĚǊĚťƪƞƞƓîČĚ͋
10 Turpin Block

ͦ îťͩƪǋĚǼĵƲƖĚŰƲƪƞŰţĚƞČĽĚţĚƪŰ
ţîŖĚîċƲťČĽŰĴČŰŃťƪĽŃƞǑĚîƖ͌ͧîƞŖĚē
ØGŃťŚîǑ͆ŰťĚŰĴqĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪͩƞĚîƖŚǑ
ċƲƞŃťĚƞƞţĚť͋ØĽĚťƪĽĚîťƞǋĚƖƪŰƪĽŃƞ
question was to farm, he exclaimed:
“well dammit then, let’s grow wheat!”

ťŰƪĽĚƖĚǐîţƓŚĚŰĴċƲŃŚēŃťĵŃťŰƓƪŃţŃƞƪŃČƪŃţĚƞČîťċĚĴŰƲťēŃťƪĽĚ
¹ƲƖƓŃťŚŰČŖ͆ǋĽŃČĽǋîƞċƲŃŚƪŃť
̀̈˿̄͋TƪŃƞČŰťƞŃēĚƖĚēƪŰċĚŰťĚŰĴ
ƪĽĚǼƖƞƪċƲŃŚēŃťĵƞēĚƞŃĵťĚēċǑîƖČĽŃƪĚČƪØŃŚŚŃîţ¹͋ØŃŚŚŃîţƞîĴƪĚƖĽŃƞ
arrival from the United States.

ØGŃťŚîǑǋŰƲŚēĚǊĚťƪƲîŚŚǑĴŰČƲƞĽŃƞ
ĚťƪƖĚƓƖĚťĚƲƖŃîŚƞŖŃŚŚŰťċƲŃŚēŃťĵqĚēŃČŃťĚ
Hat’s Monarch Theatre. It stands today
îƞƪĽĚŰŚēĚƞƪŃťŚċĚƖƪî͆ƓƖĚēîƪŃťĵƪĽĚ
GŰƖƪqîČgĚŰēƪĽĚîƪƖĚċǑţŰťƪĽƞ͋

ØĽîƪǑŰƲƞĚĚŰĴƪĽĚ¹ƲƖƓŃťŚŰČŖƪŰēîǑ
is approximately one-third of the full
ċƲŃŚēŃťĵ͆ǋĽŃČĽǋîƞēîţîĵĚēċǑǼƖĚ
Ńť̀̈̈̈͋¹ĽĚŰƖŃĵŃťîŚċƲŃŚēŃťĵǋîƞ
recreated at Calgary’s Heritage Park.

tourismmedicinehat.com

@TourismMedicineHat

ƖŰƪĽĚƖƞ͞Ńť͞ŚîǋcîţĚƞOîƖĵƖîǊĚîťē
Dan Sissons came to Medicine Hat in
̀̇̇̂îťēƞĚƪƲƓîƖîťČĽŰť¤ŃǊĚƖƞŃēĚ
îťēċƲŃŚƪîǋŰŰēĚťƞƪŰƖĚēŰǋťƪŰǋť
and a trading post at Fort Carlton on
the North Saskatchewan. They often
traded goods for livestock and even
ċƲĴĴîŚŰċŰťĚƞ͋OîƖĵƖîǊĚċĚČîţĚ
ŖťŰǋťîƞƪĽĚͦHƖĚîƪŰťĚeŃťĵͧ͋¹ĽĚ
ƞƪŰƖĚƓŃČƪƲƖĚēîċŰǊĚǋîƞċƲŃŚƪŃť
̀̈˿̀͆ƖĚƓŚîČŃťĵƪĽĚŰƖŃĵŃťîŚƞƪŰƖĚ͋
12  îťîēŃîť¡îČŃǼČ

Railway Station

Thanks to early reports that Southern
ŚċĚƖƪîǋîƞƲťƞƲŃƪîċŚĚĴŰƖîĵƖŃČƲŚture, engineer Sir Sandford Fleming,
ŰƖŃĵŃťîŚŚǑƓƖŰƓŰƞĚēƪĽĚ ¡¤îǊŰŃē
¬ŰƲƪĽĚƖťŚċĚƖƪîîŚƪŰĵĚƪĽĚƖ͘ĽĚîŚƞŰ
ēĚƞŃĵťĚē îťîēîͩƞǼƖƞƪƓŰƞƪîĵĚƞƪîţƓ
and advocated for worldwide standard
ƪŃţĚ͙͋TĴŃƪǋîƞťͩƪĴŰƖî ¡¤ēĚČŃƞŃŰť
to overturn Sandford’s decision, this
ĽîƪĚîƲ͞ƞƪǑŚĚƞƪîƪŃŰť͘ŰťĚŰĴƪĽĚǼťĚƞƪ
Ńť îťîēî͙ǋŰƲŚēťĚǊĚƖĽîǊĚċĚĚťċƲŃŚƪ͋

@TourismMedHat
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Where are these
Murals located?

They’re indicated on our
Downtown Self-Guided
Tour Map on pages 14/15

Downtown
Murals
1 Deer in the City

¡îŃťƪĚēċǑŚŰČîŚîƖƪŃƞƪWendy Struck,
'ĚĚƖŃťƪĽĚ ŃƪǑŃƞîǼƪƪŃťĵŚǑťîţĚē
ƪƖŃċƲƪĚƪŰƪĽĚČŰţţŰťŚǑƞŃĵĽƪĚēēĚĚƖ
who live along the river valley and can
ċĚƞĚĚťƪĽƖŰƲĵĽŰƲƪqĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪ͋
2 Hope and A Future

Bright, in both imagery and message,
this mural by Medicine Hat artist
Sonz1 is an unavoidable message
of positivity and optimism. Found
on the Southwest wall of Medicine
Hat’s Olive Tap in the downtown
core, this welcoming message greets
everyone and reminds us that there
is indeed hope and a future for all.
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3 ¡ĚťťǑ¡ƖŰǼƪ

One of the best and most promiŠĚŠƥĚǊîŞƎŕĚƙūĲČŕîƙƙĿČĳƑîĲǶƥĿĿŠ
Medicine Hat, this mural covers the
ŕūŠĳɠƙƥîŠēĿŠĳ¡ĚŠŠǋ¡ƑūǶƥēĿƙČūƭŠƥ
store’s back wall almost entirely.
¹ĺĚŞƭƑîŕēĚƎĿČƥƙîƙƥǋŕĿǕĚēĳƑîĲǶƥĿ
îƑƥĿƙƥƙƎƑîǋĿŠĳĳƑîĲǶƥĿūŠƥĺĚǅîŕŕƙūĲ
Canada’s sunniest city. This mural was
a collaborative Australia-based artist
c4m71 and local artist Will Oskam.
4 No Rain No Flowers

Another message of hope is tucked
into a small corner on the upper edges
of downtown Medicine Hat painted in
2020 by Teanna Church. While small,
it is worth the walk to see the pretty
ǷūƑîŕŞƭƑîŕČîƑƑǋĿŠĳƥĺĚŞĚƙƙîĳĚɨŠū
ƑîĿŠɈŠūǷūǅĚƑƙɍɩĚîƭƥĿĲƭŕĿŠĿƥƙƙĿŞplicity and featuring a bouquet of nearly
îēūǕĚŠǷūǅĚƑƙɈƥĺĿƙƙŞîŕŕŞƭƑîŕĿƙ
one of the most inspiring in the city.

5 Exposure

/ēţŰťƪŰť͆ŚċĚƖƪî͞ċîƞĚēîƖƪŃƞƪJosh
Creighton explores the dimensions
ċĚƪǋĚĚťČŰţƓŰƞŃƪŃŰťîťēČŰţƓŚĚţĚťƪîƖǑČŰŚŰƲƖČŰťǼĵƲƖîƪŃŰťƞ͋
6 Somnium (the Face)

This mural is another excellent example
ūĲČŕîƙƙĿČĳƑîĲǶƥĿɍBacon, a Torontobased artist, is known for his colourful
works. His Medicine Hat piece, titled
Somnium (the Face), brings life to
Medicine Hat’s historic Assiniboia Hotel.
7

Tunnel Vision

South Railway St. Side — In 1988,
the Winter Olympics were held in
Calgary, only 300 kilometres Northwest
of Medicine Hat. A legacy project of
the 1988 Olympics was the World’s
Largest Tepee, which is now on display
in Medicine Hat. This mural features
an artistic silhouette of the tepee

during a bright Medicine Hat summer
sunset. This vibrant piece is a combined effort by Will Oskam, Sonz1
and California-based FASM Creative.
North Railway St. Side —The
Underpass is a hub of street art connecting Medicine Hat’s downtown
to North Railway Street’s eclectic
neighbourhood and into the park-like
River Flats neighbourhood. This mural
features a combination of geometric shapes, intersecting straight lines
and circles. Blues, greens, and greys
are reminiscent of the city’s iconic
Assiniboia Hotel sign, which can be
seen in this mural’s background.
Tunnel Interior — Medicine Hat’s
downtown tunnel has been transformed into a showcase for dozens
ūĲŕūČîŕĳƑîĲǶƥĿîƑƥĿƙƥƙɈƙƎūŠƙūƑĚēîŠē

vetted by the Medicine Hat-based
Pop Up Parks organization. As with
all art, it starts underground before
emerging for the world to see.
8 Vehicle Underpass

One of the most striking murals is
also one of the easiest to miss. Mere
minutes from the Riverside Veteran’s
Memorial Park, this bright, colourful
mural was led by street artists Doktoer
and Jesse Gouchey as an homage
to missing and murdered indigenous
women. Across Canada, hundreds of
unsolved cases of murdered or missing
Indigenous women where the RCMP
say there was no foul play. This mural is
a reminder that all life has value, and we
must not turn a blind eye to injustice.

tourismmedicinehat.com

@TourismMedicineHat

9 Growing Hope in

Our Community

The Medicine Hat Women’s Shelter
and Station Coffee Company teamed
up to promote a feeling of hope with
this mural by Sarah Slaughter Art.
ɨHƑūǅĿŠĳOūƎĚĿŠ~ƭƑ ūŞŞƭŠĿƥǋɩ
is a positive message designed
as a reminder that no one should
have to endure family violence, and
there are those who can help.

Main: Sisters pass by the Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women mural
located vehicle underpass.
Inset Left: Somnium (the Face).
Inset Right: Four art lovers share
a laugh next to Exposure.

@TourismMedHat
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James Marshall Murals
Walking Tour
A look at Marshall’s mural, Flood of 1995 located in Riverside Veteran’s Memorial Park.

Who is James Marshall?
James Marshall is exceptionally
curious about the environment in which
he lives, and proud of his province. His
brick relief murals can be found across
Canada but, being born and raised in
Medicine Hat, there is a concentration of
several masterpieces commemorating
local legends, historic moments, and
religious icons. Downtown Medicine Hat
is a great place to start your immersion
in this Albertan treasure, with many
murals within walking distance of
ƞŰţĚŰĴŚċĚƖƪîͩƞǼťĚƞƪČîĴĩƞ͋ØĽîƪͩƞ
even better, you’re in Canada’s sunniest city so it’s almost guaranteed
you’ll have a pleasant day for a walk.
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1 St. John’s Presbyterian Church

¬ƪcŰĽťͩƞŃƞqĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪͩƞŰŚēĚƞƪ
ČĽƲƖČĽ͆ƞƪîťēŃťĵƞŃťČĚ̀̈˿́͋~ťƪĽĚ
outside wall along Second Street, two
ŰĴqîƖƞĽîŚŚͩƞţƲƖîŚƞČîťċĚĴŰƲťē͆
depicting religious themes. One depicts
Christ on the cross, while the second
shows Christ with a small congregation huddled around a child.
2 BATUS Park

¹À¬¡îƖŖŃƞîƞţîŚŚēŰǋťƪŰǋť
ƓîƖŖǋĽĚƖĚqĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪͩƞǼƖƞƪ ŃƪǑ
Hall stood. Marshall’s mural commemorates the importance of the
British military, which operates the
ƖŃƪŃƞĽƖţǑ¹ƖîŃťŃťĵÀťŃƪ¬ƲĴǼĚŚē
͘¹À¬͙̂˿ŖŃŚŰţĚƪƖĚƞĴƖŰţƪŰǋť͋
The unit has deep roots in Canada’s
sunniest city with ties to Canada’s
ŚîƖĵĚƞƪØŰƖŚēØîƖTT¡~Ø îţƓ͋

3 Riverside Veteran’s
Memorial Park

Heron Fountain͋ØĽĚťŃƪǋîƞēĚČŃēĚē
ƪŰċĚîƲƪŃĴǑƪĽŃƞŃēǑŚŚŃČēŰǋťƪŰǋťƓîƖŖ͆
cîţĚƞǋîƞîƞŖĚēĴŰƖŃťƓƲƪŰťîǋîƪĚƖ
feature. His idea was so well-received,
ŃƪċĚČîţĚîĴŰČîŚƓŰŃťƪƪŰƪĽŰƞĚǋĽŰ
entered the park, with the mural of
ƪǋŰĽĚƖŰťƞîţŰťĵċƖîťČĽĚƞŃƞŰťĚ
of Marshall’s most intricate works.
Flood of 1995: This wall represents
ƪĽĚƪƖîĵŃČǽŰŰēƪĽîƪĽŃƪqĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪ
Ńť̀̈̈̄͋TƪîŚƞŰƞĽŰǋČîƞĚƞĽŰǋŰƲƖ
ŃťČƖĚēŃċŚĚČŰţţƲťŃƪǑČîţĚƪŰĵĚƪĽĚƖ
to help and support one another. This
ţƲƖîŚǋîƞċƲŃŚƪƪŰƖîŃƞĚĴƲťēƞĴŰƖƪĽŰƞĚ
îĴĴĚČƪĚēċǑƪĽĚǽŰŰē͆ƪĽƖŰƲĵĽČŰţţƲnity support and an anonymous donor.

Bandshell͋ǋŰťēĚƖĴƲŚƞƲţţîƖǑ
of Medicine Hat’s heritage. From
its importance as a First Nations
ĵîƪĽĚƖŃťĵƓŚîČĚƪŰŰťĚŰĴØĚƞƪĚƖť
Canada’s most important early
industrial centres, this mural weaves
centuries of stories together.
4 City Hall

qîƖƞĽîŚŚͩƞǼƖƞƪţƲƖîŚƞĽŰǋƞƪĽĚgĚĵĚťē
of the Saamis, from which the city of
qĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪēƖîǋƞŃƪƞťîţĚ͋ČČŰƖēŃťĵ
to legend, a harsh winter forced
ŚîČŖĴŰŰƪĚŚēĚƖƞƪŰƞĚťēîǑŰƲťĵƪƖŃċĚƞman, his new wife, and wolf dog to save
ƪĽĚƞƪîƖǊŃťĵƪƖŃċĚ͋GŰŚŚŰǋŃťĵƪĽĚĴƖŰǛĚť
¬ŰƲƪĽ¬îƞŖîƪČĽĚǋîť¤ŃǊĚƖ͆ƪĽĚĵƖŰƲƓ

ĴŰƲťēqĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪͩƞƖŃǊĚƖǊîŚŚĚǑ͋ĴƪĚƖ
ƞƲţţŰťŃťĵƞƓŃƖŃƪƞĴƖŰţîťƲťĴƖŰǛĚť
hole in the river, a giant serpent emerged
îťēîƞŖĚēĴŰƖƞîČƖŃǼČĚŃťĚǐČĽîťĵĚĴŰƖ
special powers of hunting prowess.
To this day, that hole in the
ƖŃǊĚƖťĚǊĚƖĴƖĚĚǛĚƞ͋
5 St. Patrick’s Catholic Church

and National Historic Site

St. Patrick’s Catholic Church is one
ŰĴqĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪͩƞţŰƞƪǊŃƞŃċŚĚŚîťēmarks. Inside, the ascension of Christ
ČîťċĚĴŰƲťē͆ČŰţƓŚĚƪŃťĵqîƖƞĽîŚŚͩƞ
Stations of the Cross. It is the 17th
of Marshall’s Stations of the Cross,
ǋŃƪĽƪĽĚǼƖƞƪ̀̅ĴŰƲťēîċŚŰČŖîǋîǑ͋

tourismmedicinehat.com

@TourismMedicineHat

6 Stations of the Cross

Tť̀̈̈̄͆qîƖƞĽîŚŚǋîƞîƞŖĚēċǑî
ĵƖŰƲƓŰĴ îƪĽŰŚŃČťƲťƞƪŰēĚƓŃČƪcĚƞƲƞͩ
ČŰťēĚţťîƪŃŰť͆ČƖƲČŃǼǐŃŰť͆ƖŃƞĚîťē
ascension in a series of 17 murals. Soon
îĴƪĚƖċĚĵŃťťŃťĵ͆ĽŃƞƞƪƲēŃŰǋîƞĽŃƪǋŃƪĽ
ƪĽĚǽŰŰēŰĴ̀̈̈̄͆ČŰŚŚîƓƞŃťĵţƲƖîŚ̀̂͋
gƲČŖŃŚǑ͆ŃƪǋîƞƖĚċƲŃŚƪîťēŃťƞƪîŚŚĚēŃť
time for the turn of the millennium.

Want to see these
up close?

Discover them using our
Downtown Self-Guided
Tour Map on pages 14/15

@TourismMedHat
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Need to know how
ƪŰǼťēƪĽĚîƖƪ͌

Where are
these stops?

Spot them using our
Downtown Self-Guided
Tour Map on pages 14/15

Find them using our
Downtown Self-Guided
Tour Map on pages 14/15

Indy Coffee Tour Stops

Public Art
Reka (River) is located on the corner of 2 St. SE and 6 Ave. SE, downtown.

Enjoy a cup of coffee or something sweet at Station Coffee Co. on 2 St. SE.

1 Madhatter Roastery

2 Station Coffee Company

This quirky place roasts freshly
ŃţƓŰƖƪĚēċĚîťƞĴƖŰţîŚŚŰǊĚƖƪĽĚǋŰƖŚē
ƪŰƓĚƖĴĚČƪŃŰť͋GƖĚƞĽƖŰîƞƪċĚîťƞČîť
ċĚĵƖŰƲťēîťēċîĵĵĚēƪŰƞƲŃƪǑŰƲƖ
ĽŰţĚċƖĚǋŃťĵţîČĽŃťĚ͋¹ĽĚƞƪîĴĴǋŃŚŚ
treat you like family and make you
feel like you’ve found your second
home. Oh, and a full in-house menu.

ĽŃƓƞĽŰƓǋŃƪĽĚǐƓŰƞĚēċƖŃČŖǋîŚŚƞ
îťēîťîŚǋîǑƞċƲǛǛŃťĵĚƞƓƖĚƞƞŰ
ţîČĽŃťĚ͋¹ĽĚċîƖŃƞƪîƞĽîǊĚƞŰţĚ
impressive creations up their sleeves,
ŃťČŚƲēŃťĵ¹ĽĚ¤ŰŰƪĚĚƖHŰēĴîƪĽĚƖ͆
a chilled concoction made up of local
OĚŚŚͩƞîƞĚţĚťƪƖŰŰƪċĚĚƖ͆ƪǋŰƞĽŰƪƞ
ŰĴĚƞƓƖĚƞƞŰ͆îťēîŚŃƪƪŚĚċŃƪŰĴČƖĚîţ͋

Pro Tip: Follow the rich, toasted
aromas wafting out onto the street.

Pro Tip:ƞŖǑŰƲƖċîƖŃƞƪî
ǋĽŃČĽŚîǊŃƞĽċîŖŃťĵǋŰƲŚēƓîŃƖ
with your coffee choice.

@MadhatterRoastery
@mhroastery
mhroastery.com
403.529.2344
513 3rd Street SE

Finished the tour and
looking for a lunch?

@StationCoffeeCompany
@StationCoffeeCo
stationcoffeeco.ca
403.529.1115
644 2 ST SE

3 Inspire Studio, Gallery & Café

ċƖŃĵĽƪîťēƖŰŰţǑĵîŚŚĚƖǑǋĽŃČĽ
showcases the original artwork of
îǊîƖŃĚƪǑŰĴŚŰČîŚîƖƪŃƞƪƞ͋ÞŰƲͩŚŚǼťē
inspired comfort food like sandwiches, delicious homemade soups,
freshly roasted coffee, specialty tea
ͨċŃċŚĚͩîťēŃť͞ĽŰƲƞĚţîēĚēĚƞƞĚƖƪƞ͋
Pro Tip: ƞŖîċŰƲƪƪĽĚqŰťîƖČĽ
Theatre dinner and a movie deal.
@inspirestudioandcafe
@InspireCafe1
inspireart.ca
403.548.2233
675 2nd Street SE

¡ƲċŚŃČƖƪîēēƞţĚîťŃťĵîťēƲťŃƕƲĚťĚƞƞƪŰŰƲƖČŰţţƲťŃƪǑ͋TƪĽƲţîťŃǛĚƞ
ƪĽĚċƲŃŚƪĚťǊŃƖŰťţĚťƪîťēŃťǊŃĵŰƖîƪĚƞ
ƓƲċŚŃČƞƓîČĚƞċǑƓƖŰǊŃēŃťĵîťŃťƪĚƖƞĚČƪŃŰťċĚƪǋĚĚťƓîƞƪ͆ƓƖĚƞĚťƪîťēĴƲƪƲƖĚ͋
qĚēŃČŃťĚOîƪͩƞƓƲċŚŃČîƖƪēŰĚƞƞŰŃť
îċƖŰîēƖîťĵĚŰĴţĚēŃîîťēƪĽĚţĚƞ͐
ĴƖŰţČŰťƪĚţƓŰƖîƖǑƪǋŰƞƪŰƖǑĵƖîĴǼƪŃ
ţƲƖîŚƞƪŰƞČƲŚƓƪĚēċƖŃČŖţŰťƲţĚťƪƞ
ƪŰƪƖîēŃƪŃŰťîŚċƖŰťǛĚƞČƲŚƓƪƲƖĚƞ͋
/ťœŰǑîţĚîťēĚƖŃťĵǋîŚŖēŰǋťtown to explore this free and fully
îČČĚƞƞŃċŚĚîƖƪŃƞƪŃČēŃǊĚƖƞŃƪǑĴƖŰţ
local to international, and emergŃťĵƪŰĚƞƪîċŚŃƞĽĚēƖƪŃƞƪƞ͋

1 Turn Turn Turn

4 Reka (River)

Located at the Esplanade at
̃˿̀̀͞¬ƪ¬/͋ŚƲţŃťƲţîťē ŰťČƖĚƪĚ
ƞČƲŚƓƪƲƖĚċǑŚîŖĚ¬ĚťŃťŃ́͘˿͙̀̀͋

gŰČîƪĚēŃť¹À¬¡îƖŖîƪƪĽĚ
ČŰƖťĚƖŰĴ́¬ƪ¬/îťē̅ǊĚ¬/͋
¬ƪĚĚŚîťēČŰťČƖĚƪĚƞČƲŚƓƪƲƖĚċǑc͋¤͋
ŰŰƓĚƖά¤͋qîČTťťŃƞ́͘˿͙̀́͋

(A Resting Place)

2 Germans from Russia

ŚƞŰŚŰČîƪĚēîƪƪĽĚ/ƞƓŚîťîēĚîƪ
̃˿̀̀͞¬ƪ¬/͋ƖŰťǛĚƞČƲŚƓƪƲƖĚċǑcŃţOîƲƞĚƖ́͘˿͙̀̀͋

5 North Railway Exchange

GŰƲťēîƪ̃¬ƪ¬/îƪsŰƖƪĽ¤îŃŚǋîǑ¬ƪ͋Űť
ƪĽĚƞŃēĚŰĴqîČeĚťǛŃĚ'ƖƲĵƞ͋¡îŃťƪŃťĵ
ċǑÞq ¬ƲţţĚƖ¬ƪƲēĚťƪƞ͙̀̈̈̇͋͘

3 Day and Night

̂¬ƪ¬/îŚŚĚǑîƪ̄ǊĚ¬/͆qŃǑǋîƞŃť
Friendship Centre. Exterior latex
ƓîŃťƪŃťĵċǑØĚťēǑ¬ƪƖƲČŖ́͘˿͙̀̂͋

cƲƞƪîČƖŰƞƞGŃťŚîǑƖŃēĵĚŰǊĚƖƪĽĚ¬ŰƲƪĽ¬îƞŖîƪČĽĚǋîť¤ŃǊĚƖƞŃƪƞƪĽĚŚŰǊĚŚǑZucchini
Blossom Market & Cafe͋ƞĽŰƖƪēƖŃǊĚĴƖŰţēŰǋťƪŰǋť͆Café VerveŰť'ƲťţŰƖĚ¤Űîē
will share their passion for coffee, tea, fresh-made food and live music with you.

ØîťƪƪŰƞƪîǑēŰǋťƪŰǋť͌ ĽĚČŖŰƲƪƪĽĚOîƪͩƞƪǋŰťĚǋĚƞƪČîĴĚƞ͆The Copper Leaf Cafe and Country
Crumbs Cafe͋ŰƪĽŰĴĴĚƖĴƖĚƞĽ͞ċîŖĚēĵŰŰēƞ͆îƖîťĵĚŰĴČŰĴĴĚĚƪŰČĽŰŰƞĚĴƖŰţîťēîČŰǛǑîƪţŰƞƓĽĚƖĚ͋
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